
Report on site visit to Gyan Sewa Bharti Sansthan, Supaul district, Bihar.

Date of visit: October 7, 2010

Visit undertaken by: Navin Kashyap, Asha-Canada

I. From Patna to Kamalpur

Reaching Kamalpur village in Supaul district, where Gyan Sewa Bharti Sansthan (GSBS) is located, is 
not an easy task. From Patna, the capital of Bihar, the quickest way to get there is to first take a bus to 
Darbhanga (125km away), then a train to Nirmali, then a further 30km by road to Kamalpur. My guess 
is that this route would take about 15 hours in all, from start to finish. I did not take this route. I first 
wanted to reach Sukhpur village which is also in Supaul district, where Chandan Kumar's Bihar WHY 
project (an offshoot of Project WHY in New Delhi 
<http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=745>) 
is located. To get to Sukhpur, one takes the Kosi Express from Patna to Saharsa Junction (a 7-hour 
journey on a good day), then 30km due north by road to Sukhpur. After spending the day of Oct. 6 in 
Sukhpur (the subject of a separate site visit report), I stayed overnight in Supaul town, which is the 
district headquarters, about 10km north of Sukhpur. 

I figured that getting to Kamalpur from Supaul town would be straightforward, as they were in the 
same district. As it turns out, this is not so. The Kosi river cuts off direct access from Supaul to 
Kamalpur, and the only ways around are either to go the roundabout Darbhanga-Nirmali-Kamalpur 
route or to take the much shorter, but still 105km, route via the Kosi Barrage in Nepal. As I only had 
one day within which to complete the round-trip, I opted for the latter option. 

Chandan agreed to come with me, and with considerable difficulty, he managed to hire a car that would 
take us there. [It was Bihar Assembly election time, and car owners were reluctant to send their cars  
outside town for fear that their cars would be seized by Bihar Police on some flimsy pretext. Cars so  
seized are used by political parties for their election needs, and are released only after elections are  
over.] Finding a hire-car took a lot of time (and all of Chandan's considerable persuasive powers), so it 
was 10:30am by the time we hit the road. The car we were able to hire was a Mahindra Bolero, a big 
SUV. Some such big car was indeed needed to undertake this road trip, as the roads in some places had 
been washed out by rains and floods. The Bolero cost me a pretty penny: Rs. 3000 for the day! 

From Supaul, we took the highway towards Birpur, but veered off just before Birpur, at a place called 
Bhimnagar, towards the Nepal border. Crossed into Nepal, then used the grand Kosi Barrage to cross 
the Kosi river. We had to stay in Nepal for a while, eventually making our way back into India at the 
Kunauli Bazaar border crossing. Kamalpur was about 5km from this border. The journey took us nearly 
four hours in all, and it had its share of exciting moments, both in Bihar and in Nepal. One point of 
note: there is no Naxalite activity within Supaul district, but there is certainly some sympathy for the
Maoists in the parts of Nepal we went through. Also, road travel in Bihar is generally safe during the 
daytime, and the only highway robbers you are likely to encounter are members of the Bihar Police 
attempting to bully you for bribes!

http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=745


II. Gyan Sewa Bharti Sansthan, Kamalpur

We reached Kamalpur at 2pm. A fever-wracked Shekhar Jha. and his father, Sushil Kumar Jha, received 
us warmly. They laid out the most incredible lunch spread in front of us, which we gratefully laid into. 

GSBS is housed within the Jha property, which also contains within its compound walls a cosy house 
with an attached latrine, a cowshed, and the village Post Office. It so happened that an Indian Postal 
Service official was visiting this P.O. from Madhubani for a regular inspection. [While Kamalpur falls  
within the administrative district of Supaul, its postal services are administered from the adjacent  
Madhubani district.] Lunch was an entertaining affair, with both Sushil Kumar Jha and the postmaster 
expounding at length their views on the problems afflicting their region. 

Jha-ji has had a long history of involvement in social activism and social work, and holds fairly 
progressive views on social issues, especially on the status of women. Strangely though, we never
met the women of his household - his wife and daughter-in-law - who had prepared our fabulous lunch. 
Jha-ji has evidently influenced his son, Shekhar, who has returned to Kamalpur after finishing his 
college education in Darbhanga. 

I was curious to know where Shekhar checked his email, as he was generally very prompt in his 
responses to my emails. He told me that he would sometimes make a trip to Nirmali (30km away) to 
check email, but they also had a man (Mukesh Kumar) in Darbhanga who checked their email regularly 
and reported to them by phone. I was also informed at this point that Kamalpur receives *no* 
electricity whatsoever. There is power-grid infrastructure, like electricity poles and power lines, that 
has been laid by the government, but no electricity actually comes their way. There are private 
operators with large generators who sell electricity to those villagers who can afford it. This electricity 
is supplied using the existing power-grid infrastructure. There are no computers in the village, although 
the postmaster mentioned that the Postal Service was going to provide them with a computer and an 
internet connection soon! Furthermore, there are no clinics or hospital facilities in Kamalpur. In an 
emergency, the closest hospital the villagers could access was some 25km away, in Nepal. Mind you, 
travelling 25km in these parts would likely take a good 3 hours. 

After lunch, we were ushered towards the nearby non-formal education (NFE) centre, which Asha-
Canada funds, where children were awaiting us. The children usually have their classes in the mornings 
(6am to 10am), but they had been specially corralled for the purpose of our visit. They were growing 
increasingly restless, as they had been made to wait for a couple of hours. We were able to interact with 
the children for a brief while, and met the two teachers assigned to this centre - Mr. Mohammad 
Mustafa and Mr. Shailendra Mohan. 

The NFE centre in Kamalpur caters to some 120 children from the village, about half of whom were 
present at the time of our visit. The centre operates in a shed consisting of a thatched roof propped up 
by bamboo poles, set some distance away from the road. [For the purpose of our visit, however, the  
children had been assembled on a large platform under a massive tree across the road from the Jha  
compound.] The shed offers no protection against the winds, and has to be reconstructed each time it is 
blown down by a storm. The teachers and some of the local villagers around asked me if Asha could 
provide the funds to construct a permanent "pukka" shelter that could house the centre.

The children are largely first-generation learners, and do not go to any formal school. Government 
schools do exist, but they are at least 3km away, too far for some of the little children to walk. In any 
case, teaching at the government schools is non-existent, so parents feel that there is no point in 



sending them to the school. The government school does have teachers, but they apparently show no 
interest whatsoever in teaching the children anything. The teachers usually spend their time doing their 
own thing, making no attempt to impose any sort of order in the classroom. This is a common refrain I 
heard about government schoolteachers across all the villages in Supaul district that I visited. 

At the NFE centre, the children are taught Hindi, English and Mathematics. Hindi is not much of a 
problem - although it is not the children's mother tongue, it is nearly universally spoken and understood 
in these parts. [The local language here is Maithili, which is officially designated as a dialect of Hindi,  
although it is probably closer to Bengali.] In English, the children are able to recite the alphabet, and 
not much more. In Math, depending on which class they are in, they can count, add and subtract, 
multiply, and divide. The material taught at the NFE centre is equivalent to that taught in Classes 1-5 of  
a government school syllabus.

As many of the children are first-generation learners, formal teaching methods are not always effective. 
The teachers - who came across as enthusiastic and motivated individuals - often employ special 
teaching methods to ensure that the students learn something. Mr. Shailendra Mohan demonstrated 
such a teaching method for us, in which he introduced the counting numbers (one, two, three, four, five, 
etc. - in Hindi) by means of a playground game in which he involved the children. A video excerpt of 
this game is available in the Picasa album containing photos from my site visit: 
http://picasaweb.google.com/nkcynic/GyanSewaBhartiSansthanVisitOct72010#

The teachers told me that the kids were largely enthusiastic enough about what they were learning at 
the NFE centres to show up regularly on their own, but sometimes a home visit by the teachers was 
needed to persuade them to come. They also said that parents whose children were at the NFE centres 
were quite happy to know that their children were in fact learning something. This was also confirmed 
by the villagers who were standing by. Nonetheless, it is not clear to me how much community support 
there is for this centre in Kamalpur. After reaching Kamalpur, we had to stop and ask for directions 
to GSBS ("where children are being taught") a few times. Only one villager, among the few we asked 
along the way, had heard of this school, and was able to point us in the right direction.

III. Haripur

We next made our way to the hamlet of Haripur (locally also known as Hairpur) which hosts the other 
NFE centre that Asha-Canada is currently funding. Haripur is about 2 km from Kamalpur.

It should be noted here that, contrary to what I had believed until my visit to GSBS, the two Asha-
Canada-funded centres in Kamalpur and Haripur were the only two NFE centres that GSBS was 
currently operating. It used to be the case that they ran ten NFE centres in this region, funded through 
Bihar's Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan (Education for All) programme. This was until about three years ago. 
This source of funding proved difficult to sustain because of the constant shuttling back-and-forth that 
had to be done between GSBS in Kamalpur and district headquarters in Supaul town. District officials 
would rarely come to Kamalpur, owing to the difficulty of getting there, to carry out the necessary 
oversight of the SSA funding. As a result, that source of funding was left to lapse, and with it, the NFE 
centres shut shop. Asha-Canada funding has allowed two of these centres to be revived.

In Haripur, the NFE centre runs in the frontyard of Shibo Sharma's home. This centre does not even 
have the thatched roof that the Kamalpur centre has. When it rains, the children are ushered into 
adjoining homes. Sharmaji was keen on seeing a "pukka" structure being built to house the centre. He 
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told me that if Asha could provide the funds for the construction material, then the villagers would 
themselves construct the structure, without charging for labour. This obviously sounded like the 
villagers here were highly supportive of, and involved in, their children's education. 

I asked the children what it is that they wished to do with an education, and got the usual responses of 
"I want to be a doctor", "... engineer", "... policeman", etc. But the children here were noticeably bolder 
in their responses to my questions than those at the Kamalpur centre. These children also said that they 
had not had access to notebooks for a few months now, and asked politely if we could provide the 
funding for them to get some new notebooks and pencils. I wonder if it is not possible for the villagers
to pay some sort of a nominal fee to GSBS that could go towards the bulk purchase of notebooks, 
pencils etc.

The Haripur centre also has two teachers assigned to it, but they were not present for our visit. Mr. 
Shailendra Mohan mentioned that he used to teach at the Haripur centre before moving to the 
Kamalpur centre for a change.

After our visit to Haripur, we took our leave of the Jhas, and started our journey back to Supaul town. 
We left Haripur a little before 5pm, which meant that the site visit lasted for only about three hours.  
This happened because I had not anticipated the difficulty in hiring a car during election time, which 
considerably delayed our start from Supaul. The journey back was uneventful, and in fact, we managed 
to reach Supaul in exactly three hours. I made it to Saharsa early next morning to catch the Kosi 
Express back to Patna.

IV. Concluding Remarks and Recommendations

The needs of GSBS are basic - they require a regular source of funds to pay their teachers and get 
notebooks and pencils for their students. They have an urgent need for permanent shelters to house the 
two existing NFE centres, and a couple of borewells to give the children access to safe drinking water. 
Shekhar Jha also put in a request for more funds that would help them (re-)open two more of their 
centres.

The needs are genuine, and the work they are doing in this remote and neglected part of Bihar is 
definitely worthy of Asha support. I do not have any idea how this project can be made self-sustainable. 
As I have observed above, it may be possible to ask parents to contribute a token fee, say, one rupee a 
day, that goes towards purchase of notebooks and stationery, but I do not know how successful this 
would be. In any case, this would not be enough to cover teachers' salaries. 

The construction of permanent shelters is of course a capital project, so Asha-Canada would have to get 
approval from the Canada Revenue Agency for funding this. The total cost for this should be less than 
$2000 (CAD) as per an estimate I have arrived at based on discussions with Chandan who has 
constructed similar shelters for Bihar WHY. I am also looking towards Asha general funds as a 
potential source of funding. I suggest that Asha-Canada should apply for a Quality of Education grant
<http://wiki.ashanet.org/display/projects/FAQ+Quality+of+Education+Grant>
on behalf of GSBS.

One final remark concerning the permanent shelters. Chandan pointed out to me that it is important that  
the construction be such that the resulting structure can be dismantled and moved to a different 
location. This is because these structures are to be located on private property belonging to 

http://wiki.ashanet.org/display/projects/FAQ+Quality+of+Education+Grant


individuals unconnected with GSBS. However good the intentions of these individuals, there is always 
a chance that a dispute arises and GSBS is asked to evacuate the premises. We do not want to be left 
with a situation in which a solid construction we have funded is usurped by a third party.

--

Pictures and a video from the site visit have been uploaded on to a Picasa Web album: 
 http://picasaweb.google.com/nkcynic/GyanSewaBhartiSansthanVisitOct72010
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